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a b s t r a c t
For tracking systems consisting of multiple cameras with overlapping ﬁeld-of-views, homography-based
approaches are widely adopted to signiﬁcantly reduce occlusions among pedestrians by sharing information among multiple views. However, in these approaches, the usage of information under real-world
coordinates is only at a preliminary level. Therefore, in this paper, a multi-camera tracking system with
integrated crowd simulation is proposed in order to explore the possibility to make homography information more helpful. Two crowd simulators with different simulation strategies are used to investigate
the inﬂuence of the simulation strategy on the ﬁnal tracking performance. The performance is evaluated
by multiple object tracking precision and accuracy (MOTP and MOTA) metrics, for all the camera views
and the results obtained under real-world coordinates. The experimental results demonstrate that crowd
simulators boost the tracking performance signiﬁcantly, especially for crowded scenes with higher density. In addition, a more realistic simulation strategy helps to further improve the overall tracking result.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Tracking pedestrians has been an active research topic in
computer vision. Although many sophisticated techniques have
been proposed, it is still a challenging problem that requires
further advances to track people in a camera network in real-world
applications. There are many reasons that make tracking a difﬁcult
problem. For example, the illumination conditions are changing
continuously; the appearances for a single pedestrian are not
the same from different perspectives; the amount of occlusions
among pedestrians is signiﬁcant when people form a crowd; and
moreover, the human behaviors are sometimes unpredictable. To
overcome these problems, researchers have proposed different
approaches, among which are the approaches that aim to use
multiple overlapping cameras [1]. By fusing information from
cameras with overlapped ﬁeld-of-views, the tracking accuracy
could be improved due to the reduction of the inﬂuence from
occlusion, the separation of crowded people from one another in
large foreground blobs, etc. [2,3].
In this paper, we are focused on the setting where several cameras with overlapped ﬁeld-of-views are used to track pedestrians
[4,5]. To take advantage of this setting, many approaches make
use of homography-related methods [3,6,7], which are able to
model the relationship among different views in order to estimate
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the actual position of each pedestrian in the real-world ground
plane. These methods are efﬁcient since the only extra information
that we need to know is the set of camera parameters and the calculation of the perspective transformation is computationally light.
However, in almost all the current trackers that use multiple
cameras, the estimated real-world positions for pedestrians are
only used in data association across cameras, while their relationships with one another are somehow ignored. In fact, the real-world
positions of pedestrians are capable of providing more constraints
and predictions, which can be quite helpful in addition to a traditional frame-based tracking approach. From this perspective, crowd
simulation is a good example of methods that integrate extra information brought by the real-world positions of pedestrians. In the
area of computer graphics, crowd simulation is a very popular topic,
with various applications such as designing emergency evacuation
routes and introducing special effects in movies. It is used for
simulating the behavior of either every individual or the whole
group under certain constraints (e.g., to avoid collisions).
Nowadays, one of the most popular crowd simulation approaches
is mainly focused on simulating walking trajectories (direction
and velocity) of each individual given the starting and ending locations. As in a multi-camera system, the direction and velocity information for each pedestrian can be acquired based on the estimated
real-world positions at each frame, integrating crowd simulation
algorithms with image analysis will be useful for accurate tracking.
In this paper, we propose an approach to improve the
performance of a multi-camera tracking system by combining
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vision-based tracking results with the output from a crowd simulation under the real-world coordinates. The system diagram of
the proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. In addition to the
frame trackers for different cameras which are independent from
each other, a crowd simulator runs separately and provides predictions for all the views by projecting the real-world positions back
to frame positions. This is a further extension of using the location
and velocity information of pedestrians in a tracking system. The
frame trackers for each view are designed based on the recent
tracking-by-detection approach [8]. Compared to our previous
work [9], the manner in which we integrate the information from
crowd simulation is different. In addition, the crowd simulator in
the proposed approach has two candidates: the RVO2 library [10]
and the Social Behavior Model (SBM) [11,12]. Their simulation
strategies are different, which may lead to different overall
tracking performance. Therefore, besides the utilization of crowd
simulation approaches to provide extra predictions for traditional
vision-based tracking, a second purpose of this paper is to investigate whether the theoretically better simulation could be more
valuable when integrated to the tracking system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
brief description of related work, including vision based tracking
approaches (those use frame information only) and crowd simulation methods, as well as the contributions of this paper. Section 3
presents our proposed approach in detail. Section 4 gives the
experimental results and provides a discussion on experiments.
Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related work and contributions
2.1. Pedestrian tracking
Most of the state-of-the-art tracking approaches belong to the
category called tracking-by-classiﬁcation or tracking-by-detection.
They usually work in an online manner, e.g., the Online Ada-Boosting
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[13], Semi-Boosting [14] tracker and Online Multiple Instance Learning [15] tracker. The general idea for this category of trackers is to
train a classiﬁer based on the object’s appearance features extracted
from the initial patch (Region-of-Interest, ROI) on the ﬁrst frame or
the ﬁrst several frames. Later at each time step, based on the evaluation from this classiﬁer, a patch that maximizes the likelihood in
the search window is located, and is further used to update the classiﬁer itself. By repeating these steps, the classiﬁer has the capability
to adapt itself to the most recent tracking environment when video
continues, as well as maintain a good performance on distinguishing
target objects from the surroundings. However, such an evolving
classiﬁer may slowly drift and becomes off-target ﬁnally. Therefore,
some tracking-by-detection approaches perform tracking purely
based on detection results from a human detector, which are
obtained independently from frame to frame [16–19]. There are also
tracking approaches that integrate both evolving classiﬁers and
human detectors [8,20]. Since a human detector is generally more
conﬁdent, and works independently from the tracker, the input from
a human detector is an effective way to initialize the classiﬁer and/or
provide the ‘‘ground-truth’’ to correct a drifted tracker. In the proposed approach, the pedestrian tracking method used is based on
[8], which is composed of a particle ﬁlter, a human detector and an
online boosting classiﬁer. This approach is mainly based on particle
ﬁltering, while the human detector and online boosting classiﬁer are
used to adjust weights for the particles. In addition to the good performance shown in [8], another advantage of this approach is that
the crowd simulation can be easily integrated into the system as
the extra simulation information can be treated as an additional factor that inﬂuences particle weights.
As the ability for tracking in a single-camera is often limited,
more cameras are added into a surveillance system to solve the
problem, which is known as multi-camera tracking. Basically, there
are three settings that a multi-camera tracking system can employ:
overlapping cameras [2–5,21], non-overlapping cameras [22,23],
and the mixture of them [24]. Related to our research focus in this
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Fig. 1. The system diagram. This example is a system with N c different views. During the initialization, the information from different camera views is integrated and saved as
the historical information. Later at each time step: (1) the crowd simulator ﬁrst generates the predicted locations for pedestrians; (2) then the simulated locations are passed
to different camera views to help update the frame trackers; (3) ﬁnally the new position and velocity information for each pedestrian on the ground plane is calculated and
used to update the historical information.
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paper, the main challenge of a single-camera tracking system is the
presence of occlusion in a crowded scene, therefore, we use an
overlapped multi-camera system which can signiﬁcantly relieve
the problem. But as the number of cameras in a system becomes
larger, the complexity of the system also increases and many other
problems occur. For example, the data correspondence among
cameras is one of the most important but not yet perfectly solved
problem. There are many different methods reported for the
solution of this problem, which can be generally divided into three
categories: region-based approaches, point-based approaches, and
principal axis-based ones [2,21]. However in this paper, data correspondence is not our focus, so we associate data from different
cameras manually to avoid potential errors. We use the principal
axis-based intersection method to calculate the position of each
pedestrian on the ground plane.
2.2. Crowd simulation
The purpose of crowd simulation is to model human behaviors,
particularly human walking, and to compare the output from these
models to scenarios in real life. It can be considered as opposite to
tracking [25]. Due to the uncertainty of human behaviors, many
approaches have been proposed that try to model the problem
from different perspectives. For example, the social force model
is inspired by physics and social-psychology and has been successfully used in many applications such as evacuation simulation
[26,27], with many further variants such as the Social Behavior
Model [11,12]; the RVO2 (Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles) library
assumes that all the pedestrians take the same collision avoidance
strategy which leads to the global optimal solution and uses linear
programming to have an efﬁcient solution [10]; the rule-based
approach provides simple but effective collision avoidance, which
is only based on local information ‘‘observed’’ by a pedestrian in
the crowd [28]; the continuum dynamics model treats the crowd
at a macroscopic level, thus, it is highly efﬁcient in simulating
crowd behaviors at an extremely large and dense scale [29].
In most cases, crowd simulation approaches are point (individual) based. For example, the social force model (Social Behavior
Model) considers each pedestrian in the crowd as a particle and
the rules (e.g., collision avoidance) as forces added to the particle.
Then the whole crowd simulation problem is transformed to a
particle system, which is solved mathematically. In our previous
work [9], the RVO2 library [10] is integrated as the crowd simulator. But in this paper, another simulator, Social Behavior Model
[11] is combined to the tracking system as well.
The common advantages of these two crowd simulators (RVO2
library and Social Behavior Model) are: (1) They only require basic
information for each pedestrian, such as position, velocity, and the
desired velocity, which is quite easy to obtain; (2) The calculation
for both models is relatively efﬁcient. However, there are several
essential differences between them: (a) Their collision avoidance
strategies follow different ideas, which is similar to the different
solutions in Prisoner’s Dilemma in the game theory [30]. The
RVO2 library uses a strategy which could result in a global optimal
solution, and the Social Behavior Model adopts a much safer strategy but in most cases it is not the best from a holistic perspective.
(b) The RVO2 library sets a safe time for each pedestrian, within
which the pedestrian is absolutely safe from any kind of collision,
but in the Social Behavior Model, the safety of a pedestrian is
decided by the ‘‘forces’’ on him/her, which is elastic to a certain
extent and not guaranteed. (c) When one pedestrian tries to prevent collisions with others, the RVO2 library treats all the other
pedestrians within his/her observation range equally weighted,
but the Social Behavior Model puts lower weights for pedestrians
farther away from the focus of his/her ﬁeld-of-view. In conclusion,
the RVO2 library simulates pedestrians in a more robotic way,

while the Social Behavior Model provides a simulation strategy
more similar to human nature in real life.
2.3. Contributions
As compared to state-of-the-art tracking systems, the contributions of the paper are:
1. It integrates a crowd simulator with a tracker for the better
usage of the pedestrian information under real-world coordinates. At each time step, the simulator generates a set of possible locations for all pedestrians, according to their previous
positions, velocities, and the estimated desired velocities.
When this additional information is combined with a video
frame for a pedestrian, it serves as a better prediction for
this pedestrian’s location so as to improve the tracking
performance.
2. Two crowd simulators are adopted and their inﬂuences on
the tracking performance are investigated through extensive
experiments. The two crowd simulators include the RVO2
library [9,10] and the Social Behavior Model (SBM) [11,12],
where the Social Behavior Model follows a more realistic
strategy for collision avoidance. The experiments are conducted on different sequences from a challenging multicamera dataset, with different crowd densities.
3. We introduce a new framework to integrate the information
from crowd simulation that is different from out previous
work [9]. It discards the sampling step in our previous work
when we calculate the contribution from simulation results
to particle weights. In this manner, the particle weights in
the frame trackers are evaluated without loss of any information. This new framework allows the system to outperform
our previous tracking system in [9].
3. Technical approach
As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed system consists of three components: (1) a crowd simulator (RVO2 library or Social Behavior
Model) working on the ground plane to provide predictions for
the positions of each pedestrian; (2) a frame tracker based on the
state-of-the-art tracking-by-detection, which is able to track
pedestrians based on the visual information, corresponding to each
pedestrian in each camera view; and (3) a global tracker that interTable 1
Summary of important notations.
Notation

Description

t
tr
ctr
do
dc
p
w
b; c; g; d
Np
m
g

Time step
Frame tracker and/or its position
Evaluation based on the boosting classiﬁer of the frame tracker
Detected patch and/or its position
Detection conﬁdence map
Particle in a frame tracker and/or its position
Weight for a particle
Coefﬁcients in observation model
Number of particles used in the particle ﬁlter
Matching score between frame trackers and detections
Gating score between frame trackers and detections
Threshold for associating frame trackers and detections
Pedestrian velocity on the ground plane
Pedestrian position on the ground plane
Pedestrian radius
Velocity energy evaluations in Social Behavior Model

s

v
p
r
EI ; ES ; ED
W
a
w
str
Ltr

Weight for interactive energy between pedestrians
Pedestrian acceleration on the ground plane
Weight for acceleration during velocity estimation
Evaluation from crowd simulation results
Simulated positions for a frame tracker
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acts between the frame trackers working for different camera
views and the crowd simulator working on the ground plane, as
well as maintains the pedestrian information on the ground plane.
In the following, we ﬁrst describe the details of the existing tracking-by-detection and crowd simulation approaches used in our
system, and then propose our advancements that integrate them
together.
Table 1 summarizes the important notations used in the following description. Note that in this section, the subscript and superscript (e.g., the i and t indicating particle index and time step in wti )
are explicitly expressed only when necessary.
3.1. Analysis and synthesis approaches
This section is mainly focused on the description for the current
analysis and synthesis approaches, i.e., the tracking-by-detection
and crowd simulation approaches that serve as foundations of
the proposed approach.
3.1.1. Video analysis – tracking-by-detection
The frame tracker in this approach is a tracking-by-detection
method that combines a particle ﬁlter, a boosting classiﬁer, and a
human detector [8]. The main components that are used in our system are described below. For readers who are interested in further
details, please refer to [8].
Each frame tracker corresponds to one pedestrian, and is
constructed mainly based on a bootstrap ﬁlter, with N p particles.
For each particle, the state x ¼ fx; y; u; v g is maintained by position
ðx; yÞ and velocity ðu; v Þ. This particle ﬁlter adopts a simple
constant velocity motion model

ðx; yÞt ¼ ðx; yÞt1 þ ðu; v Þt1 þ eðx;yÞ
t

ðu; v Þ ¼ ðu; v Þ

t1

ð1Þ

þ eðu;v Þ

ð2Þ

where eðx;yÞ and eðu;v Þ are two zero-mean normal distributions as
noise terms. The variances r2ðx;yÞ and r2ðu;v Þ for these two noise functions are initially set proportional to the size of the tracking patch,
and then gradually decrease as the number of successfully tracked
frames increases. At every time step t, importance resampling is
carried out which makes the particle weights wt1
¼ 1=N, so wti only
i
depends on the observation from the current frame, which can be
calculated based on the observation model



wtr;p ¼ bI ðtrÞN p  do þ cdc ðpÞP0 ðtrÞ þ gctr ðpÞ

ð3Þ

For each particle p in the tracker tr, the ﬁrst term in Eq. (3) contributes the zero mean normal estimation based on the distance

between the particle and the associated detection do if there is
one. The second term is the conﬁdence value, which is obtained
at the particle position ðx; yÞ from the conﬁdence map dc . The third
term is the classiﬁer evaluation result for the patch located at p.
After the weight for each particle is calculated, the weights for all
particles are normalized so that they sum to 1.
The human detector provides detection output and conﬁdence
to the ﬁrst and second terms in Eq. (3), respectively. For detection
results, since they are usually calculated with high conﬁdence, we
will try to associate each of them to a frame tracker, which is represented as the indicator function I ðtrÞ in the equation. For a tracker
tr, the indicator function is equal to 1 if this tracker is associated to a
detected patch and is set to 0 otherwise. These associations are
determined based on the pair-wise matching scores between frame
trackers and detections using the following equation

mðtr; do Þ ¼ gðtr; do Þ  ctr ðdo Þ þ a 

!
Np
X
N ðdo  pÞ
p2tr

ð4Þ
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where tr and do denote the positions of the frame tracker and the
detection output, respectively, N ðdo  pÞ is a normal distribution
based on the distance from the detection to each particle in the
frame tracker, ctr ðdo Þ is the classiﬁer evaluation for the detected
patch (described later), a is a parameter balancing the contribution
from classiﬁer evaluation and distance based evaluation, and
gðtr; do Þ is a gating function estimating the relationships between
the detection and the frame tracker based on their spatial relationship. It is calculated as

gðtr; do Þ ¼ Pðsizedo jsizetr Þ  Pðposdo jpostr Þ
8 

sizetr sizedo
>
<N
if jV tr j < sv
 N ðjdo  trjÞ;
sizetr


¼
sizetr sizedo
>
:N
 N ðdistðdo ; V tr ÞÞ; otherwise
sizetr

ð5Þ

where size is measured as the height of the bounding box, V tr is the
velocity of the pedestrian estimated by the frame tracker and
distðdo ; V tr Þ is the distance from the detected position (a point) to
the velocity vector (a line). The distribution N ðdistðdo ; V tr ÞÞ has a
shape similar to a 2D cone, which means that the future position
of the tracker should generally follow the current direction when
its speed has exceeded a certain threshold sv . Accordingly, the
matching score is related to the spatial relationship between the
frame tracker (including its particles) and the detection, as well as
their similarity in feature space. With all the pair-wise matching
scores computed for every tracker–detection pair, each detected
patch is associated to a frame tracker by a greedy algorithm, as long
as the pair has a matching score greater than a certain threshold s.
At each time step, the conﬁdence map is computed as the intermediate result by the detector and scaled to ½0; 1 (e.g., Support
Vector Machine output in the traditional Histogram of Oriented
Gradient (HOG) based human detector [31]). In addition, for the
situation when the detection fails because of occlusions, P 0 is used
as the interobject occlusion reasoning, which is deﬁned as

8
1;
if I ðtrÞ ¼ 1
>
>
<
0
max
N
ðtr

tr
Þ;
else if 9I ðtr 0 Þ ¼ 1
P0 ðtrÞ ¼ tr0 :I ðtr0 Þ¼1
>
>
:
0;
otherwise

ð6Þ

The classiﬁer in this frame tracker is based on the online Ada-Boost
classiﬁer in [13], which contributes as the third term in Eq. (3). For
each frame tracker (pedestrian), an associated classiﬁer is trained
and maintained based on the features of the tracked patch. The
classiﬁer is initialized when the tracker is created, using the patch
information at that frame. The positive sample comes from the
initial patch and the negative samples are the nearby patches
within a certain range (including background). During tracking, a
pool of weak classiﬁers are maintained and updated, and the ones
with best performance are selected to form the current strong
classiﬁer. Given the features extracted from a particular patch, the
classiﬁer is able to evaluate this patch based on the trained model
for the corresponding pedestrian. At each time step, when the
new patch location for the pedestrian has been computed, the classiﬁer updates itself using the features extracted from the new patch.
3.1.2. Computer synthesis – crowd simulation
We have used two crowd simulators in this approach. The ﬁrst
one is a global optimization approach called RVO2 library [10], and
the second one is based on the modeling of social behavior for a
single pedestrian [11,12]. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the Social
Behavior Model provides a more realistic strategy for collision
avoidance, which is expected to yield better tracking performance.
In the following we explain the differences of the two simulators in
detail, and examine how they impact the overall performance of
the multi-camera tracking system.
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particular pedestrian i is achieved by the interaction energy between
this particle and all other particles. The interaction energy between
particles i and j is calculated as

B

EIij ð



vÞ ¼ e

d2 ðv Þ
ij
2r2
d

ð8Þ
2
dij ð

where v is the candidate velocity of pedestrian i, and
v Þ denotes
the smallest squared distance between pedestrians i and j. The
squared distance between two pedestrians can be computed as




2


2
dij ðt; v Þ ¼  pti  ptj þ t  v  v tj 

A

ð9Þ

Thus, the time for the minimum squared distance can be obtained
2
by computing the derivative of dij with respect to t and set it to zero,
resulting in

(a)

(b)

0 

(c)

Fig. 2. A simple example for the RVO2 library. (a) The system contains two
pedestrians A and B, walking face-to-face along a line. (b) The velocity obstacle VOTAjB
of pedestrian A when B is not moving (shadow part). (c) One of the possible
trajectories that the RVO2 library generates.

3.1.2.1. RVO2 library. This model solves an optimization problem
based on the strategy named Optimal Reciprocal Collision
Avoidance (ORCA) [10]. It is computationally efﬁcient and only
requires the information about the current position and desired
velocity of each pedestrian.
The RVO2 library introduces a concept, namely velocity
obstacles, with its deﬁnition as

VOTAjB ¼ fv j9t v 2 ½0; T : v  t v 2 CðpB  pA ; rA þ rB Þg

ð7Þ

where pA and pB are the positions for two pedestrians and rA ; rB are
their radii. Cðp; rÞ indicates a circle centered at p with radius r. Basically, VOTAjB deﬁnes the set of relative velocities of A with respect to B
which will cause a collision in the future within a time period ½0; T.
Therefore, ﬁnding a solution for the collision avoidance equals to
ﬁnding a set of velocities of pedestrians that are closest to the
desired velocities, while none of them falls into the velocity obstacle
set. Fig. 2 shows a simple example with two pedestrians. Fig. 2a
illustrates the system conﬁguration: two pedestrians with radius r
are walking face-to-face along a line and want to swap their positions. The cone-like shape in shadow in Fig. 2b is the velocity obstacle of pedestrian A when B is not moving, which contains the
velocities that pedestrian A cannot take to avoid potential collisions
within time T (that is why it is called ‘‘obstacle’’). This velocity
obstacle moves as B moves. To avoid collision, the RVO2 library will
ﬁnd a solution such that each of the two pedestrians needs to take
some effort but it is globally optimal. In this case, each of them
turns right to a certain degree (or even changes speed as well,
depends on the setting), so that their circles will be tangent to each
other at some time in the future, as shown in Fig. 2c. This global
optimal solution is computed efﬁciently using linear programming.

 
 1
t
t
t
p

p
v

v

i
j
j
B
C
t ¼ max @
; 0A

2

t
v  v j 

Therefore, the minimum squared distance is




2


2
dij ðv Þ ¼  pti  ptj þ t v  v tj 

ð11Þ

In addition, for different pedestrians, different weights are assigned
to them depending on their spatial relationship to pedestrian i:

 2
 t t
pi pj  
w

1
2
Wij ¼ e 2rw
ð1 þ cos /Þ
2

ð12Þ

where / is the angle between the vector v and the vector
Dpji ¼ ptj  pti . So the ﬁrst half of the weighting function represents
the spatial relationship between pedestrians j and i in distance, and
the second half denotes the relationship between pedestrian j
and the ﬁeld-of-view of pedestrian i. Here w controls the
‘‘peakiness’’ of weighting function in the ﬁeld-of-view. Note, the
ﬁeld-of-view of each pedestrian is restricted to ±90°, that is,
the weight Wij is set to 0 when j/j > p=2. Therefore, for pedestrian
i, pedestrians that are close to him/her as well as located right on
his/her walking way will obtain higher weights.
The overall interaction energy for the pedestrian i is the
weighted sum of the pair-wise interaction energy:
X
EIi ðv Þ ¼
Wij EIij ðv Þ
ð13Þ
j–i

Another two factors that control the trajectory are related to the
desired velocity v  : the speed energy and the direction energy. They
are deﬁned as

ESi ðv Þ ¼ ðkv  k  kv kÞ2

ð14Þ

v v
vÞ ¼   
kv k kv k

EDi ð

ð15Þ

So the total energy of a pedestrian i with velocity
3.1.2.2. Social Behavior Model. The Social Behavior Model computes
an energy function for each pedestrian, according to the current
status (position and velocity) of all pedestrians. The ﬁrst version
of the Social Behavior Model is proposed by Pellegrini et al. [11],
which comes from the social force model proposed in [26].
Yamaguchi et al. [12] further add group information to the model,
which makes it more sophisticated. In our proposed approach, we
use the version without group constraints [11] so that it is
comparable to the RVO2 library.
In this model, each pedestrian i is treated as a particle with realworld position pti and velocity v ti (pti and v ti here are vectors). The
whole crowd is then considered as a particle system. The main
factors that inﬂuence the trajectory for each pedestrian are
represented by energy functions. The collision avoidance for a

ð10Þ

Ei ðv Þ ¼

EIi ð

vÞ þ

ks ESi ð

vÞ þ

kd EDi ð

vÞ

v is
ð16Þ

The optimal velocity v is the one that minimizes the above
equation. To make smooth pedestrian trajectories, the update of
velocity is a weighted sum of the old and new velocities: v tþ1
¼
i
as v ti þ ð1  as Þv 0i . Fig. 3 demonstrates a system with three pedestrians as well as the energy distribution of pedestrian A. It is revealed
that the optimal velocity v 0 is not the current velocity of A.
In the idea of Social Behavior Model, each pedestrian makes a
decision upon the assumption that all other pedestrians keep their
previous trajectories. In addition, the pedestrian treats other pedestrians that may cause collisions differently, depending on their distances to the pedestrian as well as the displacements between
them. A nearby pedestrian located right in front of him/her will
0
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(b) Energy distribution.
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Fig. 3. A ﬁgure illustrating the result of the energy function in the Social Behavior Model. (a) A system contains three pedestrians, with positions ð0; 0Þ; ð1; 1Þ; ð1; 2Þ, and
velocities ð0; 0:5Þ; ð0:5; 0Þ; ð0:4; 0:3Þ respectively. (b) The energy calculated for pedestrian A, with velocity range as v u ¼ ½0:5; 0:5 and v v ¼ ½0; 1.

obtain the most attention compared to others. So if two pedestrians
walking face-to-face along a line, their trajectories generated by
Social Behavior Model will not be as straight as those generated
by the RVO2 library, and the circles within which the two pedestrians are located may not be tangent at some time in the future.
3.2. Integrating analysis and synthesis for tracking
As mentioned in Section 1, the integration of analysis and
synthesis better utilizes the temporal and spatial relationship
between pedestrians during the tracking process. To achieve this,
these procedures have to be added at each time step: (1) Generates
the input for the crowd simulator, including the estimation of
desired velocity for each pedestrian; (2) Project the simulated
real-world locations for each pedestrian to all camera views based
on homography matrices; (3) After the tracking is done for each
camera view, the real-world location for each pedestrian is
obtained and updated. As a result, a global tracker is designed with
two functions: (1) communicate between frame trackers and the
crowd simulator; (2) estimate the desired velocity for each
pedestrian. In addition, the frame tracker needs modiﬁcation in
order to use information from the crowd simulator. In the
following, the two functions of the global tracker as well as the
modiﬁcation for the frame tracker are described.
3.2.1. Interactions between frame trackers and crowd simulator
An important function of the global tracker is to communicate
between the frame trackers and the crowd simulator. Therefore,
the transformation between the points on the ground plane and
the points on each camera view needs to be recovered. This is done
based on the homography matrix between the ground plane each
view (image plane), which is deﬁned as a 3  3 matrix

2 v
h11
6
Hv ¼ 4 hv21

h12

h31

h32

v

v
v

h22
v

v 3

h13

v 7
h23 5

ð17Þ

1

The computation for the homography matrices is done by manually
selecting four corresponding points from different views, as well as
from the real-world ground plane. With the homography matrix Hv ,
each point ðxg ; yg Þ on the ground plane can be transformed to ðx; yÞ
on the image plane following the equation

2 3
2 3
x
xg
6 7
6 7
4 y 5 ¼ Hv 4 yg 5
1
1

ð18Þ

To obtain the real-world location for each pedestrian, the inverse of
the homography matrix Hv is necessary. Based on the positions of

one pedestrian on different camera views, the position of this
pedestrian on the ground plane is determined using the principalaxis based integration. The principal axis of a pedestrian is deﬁned
as the line connecting the head and the feet. For simplicity, however, in our approach, we use the vertical line in the middle of
the patch instead. The principal-axis based approach projects the
principal axis of the same pedestrian from each view onto
the ground plane and calculates the intersection of them. If the
principal axes of the pedestrian in all the views are perfect, then
the intersection points of their projection should converge to a
single point, which is exactly the position of the pedestrian on the
ground plane. Although in most cases this perfect intersection
cannot be achieved, it can be proven that the principal axis-based
integration is very robust and useful [2,21].
For each pair of views ci and cj , the intersection point Iij of the
principal axes is obtained. If there are more than two views, a set
of intersection points I can be collected. Since Iij ¼ Iji , only the
intersections from views ci and cj with i < j are computed. So
ﬁnally the set I ¼ fIij gði < jÞ has N c ðN c  1Þ=2 points in total (with
N c views). When the intersection points do not converge to a single
point, we simply average all the Iij ’s to estimate the pedestrian
position p. The same strategy applies to the velocity estimation
on the ground plane.
3.2.2. Velocity estimation for crowd simulation
Since crowd simulation requires information for the desired
velocity for each pedestrian when it predicts pedestrians’ future
locations, it is important for the global tracker to provide this
information to the crowd simulator. However, compared to the
real-world position and velocity information which is quite easy
to compute in a multi-camera tracking system, it is difﬁcult to
obtain the desired velocity directly due to the uncertainty of human
behavior in the future. That is, for most of the pedestrians, their
preferences of walking direction and speed (especially the direction) cannot be exactly obtained based on the current information.
Therefore, we have to ﬁnd an alternative way to estimate the
desired velocity. Our solution is based on using the historical information instead. For each pedestrian, we use Monte Carlo simulation
based on his/her trajectory to estimate the desired velocity in the
near future. The ﬁrst step is to calculate the derivatives (accelerations) and their weights from the last N h frames for a pedestrian
n
o
tN
tN þ1
k. The calculated set is deﬁned as Atk ¼ ak h ; ak h ; . . . ; at1
k
here is the velocity differentiation for pedestrian k at the last
(ati
k
ith frame), as well as the corresponding weights

wkti ¼

Nh  i þ 1
;
PN h
j¼1 j

i ¼ 1; . . . ; Nh

ð19Þ
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Table 2
The MOTP and MOTA evaluations on camera views and ground plane for S2.L1.
Evaluation criterion

Approach [9] with RVO2 (%)

With simulator

Without simulator (%)

RVO2 (%)

SBM (%)

View 1

MOTP
MOTA

75.25
81.93

76.69
85.60

76.49
88.86

75.43
84.69

View 5

MOTP
MOTA

71.98
82.36

72.06
84.74

72.89
85.82

72.48
82.68

View 7

MOTP
MOTA

73.87
82.72

74.61
85.43

74.98
85.77

73.54
79.49

Ground plane

MOTP
MOTA

75.03
80.62

79.92
83.90

80.46
86.36

78.49
81.22

Table 3
The MOTP and MOTA evaluations on camera views and ground plane for S2.L2.
Evaluation criterion

Approach [9] with RVO2 (%)

With simulator

Without simulator (%)

RVO2 (%)

SBM (%)

View 1

MOTP
MOTA

70.31
58.60

71.18
62.41

71.53
67.56

67.83
41.77

View 2

MOTP
MOTA

70.76
54.69

70.43
59.78

71.39
63.79

68.73
49.31

Ground plane

MOTP
MOTA

69.85
32.01

78.39
35.67

78.43
37.77

71.92
12.92

The assignment of the weights follows a strategy that the
more recent acceleration is more important, thus it gets a higher
weight (Eq. (19)). After that, a Monte Carlo simulation process
is carried out on the acceleration set using these weights, which
n
o
0
results in a set of N a accelerations Atk ¼ a0k;1 ; a0k;2 ; . . . ; a0k;Na


a0k;i is one of Atk . Then the desired velocity set is calculated as

v 0k;i ¼ v k þ a0k;i þ ea;k

ð20Þ

where v 0ki is the estimation of desired velocity and v k is the current
velocity. ea;k is a zero-mean normal distribution with variance equal
 0
to r Atk .
Finally, to reduce the computation of the crowd simulation, not
all possible combinations of velocities are exploited. Instead, we
pick up the velocities with the same index (i.e., i) from the estimated velocity set for each pedestrian so that N v sets of velocities
Vi ¼ fv 1;i ; v 2;i ; . . .g are formed. We then use these N v sets of desired
velocities as the input to the crowd simulator, so the total number
of possible locations estimated, i.e. the number that the crowd
simulation repeats at each time step, is N v . Thereafter, the crowd
simulator repeats N v times with the same initial position and
velocity information to generate N v sets of predictions of future
positions for all the pedestrians. For each pedestrian, these
positions are projected back to each view ci as a distribution of
possible frame locations Litr for the particular frame tracker.
3.2.3. Integrated observation model for tracking-by-detection
To integrate the crowd simulation predictions into the frame
tracker described in Section 3.1.1, we modify the observation model
for the tracking-by-detection. Basically, at each time step, after
the global tracker transforms the predicted positions for each
pedestrian from the ground plane to each camera view, a distribution of these predicted positions can be obtained on each camera
view. This distribution is represented by a set of possible locations
Ltr , which are transformed from the ground plane based on the
homography matrix. It is then used in the integrated observation
model to estimate particle weights. For each particle p in a tracker

Table 4
The inﬂuences of different d values.
d:g

0.5 (%)

1 (%)

2 (%)

5 (%)

RVO2

MOTP
MOTA

81.80
82.43

80.97
84.17

82.06
85.91

81.07
84.36

SBM

MOTP
MOTA

81.69
83.20

81.68
85.18

81.98
87.57

81.41
86.70

tr, its weight with respect to the simulated predictions can be
computed as

str ðpÞ ¼

1 X
N ðp  lÞ
jLtr j l2L

ð21Þ

tr

where l is one of the simulated position on the frame that has been
transformed from the ground plane.
Thereafter, the observation model in Eq. (3) is modiﬁed such
that it has an additional term that represents the inﬂuence from
the crowd simulation



wtr;p ¼ bI ðtrÞN p  do þ cdc ðpÞP0 ðtrÞ þ gctr ðpÞ þ dstr ðpÞ

ð22Þ

where d is the coefﬁcient for this extra simulation term.
According to this observation model, the weight of each particle
for each frame tracker depends on the detection result and the
conﬁdence map generated by the human detector, the evaluation
result from the boosting classiﬁer, as well as the predicted
locations from the crowd simulator. Therefore, the modiﬁed
observation model takes advantage of both existing tracking-bydetection approaches based on detection results [16–19] and
tracking-by-classiﬁcation approaches based on classiﬁer evaluation [13–15], as well as further help from the detection conﬁdence
map and crowd simulation. To integrate and balance the contributions from the four components, parameters b; c; g, and d are
introduced (the selection of their values is described later in
Section 4.1.2.1). Moreover, compared to our previous work in [9],
the modiﬁcation for the observation model further avoids the
possible loss of information brought by the sampling for the candidate locations on the ground plane. This might increase the performance even under the same frame tracker and crowd simulator
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implementation. The pseudo-code for the updated frame trackers
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Frame tracker update

Data: Frame F , Detections Do , Confidence dc , Simulations Lv
foreach tracker tr do
foreach detection do ∈ Do do
Calculate matching score m(tr, do );
end
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3.2.4. Pseudocode of the proposed approach
The pseudo-code for the entire simulation integrated tracking
system is summarized as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Multi-camera tracking

while tracking continues do
{Position set P, velocity set V}←Historical info;
Desired velocity set Vd ←Estimation from historical info;
Simulated location set L ←Simulation(P, V, Vd );

end

foreach View ci (frame F ) do

Detection association;

Lv ←Perspective transformation(L);

foreach tracker tr do

{Detection set Do , confidence map dc }←Detection(F );

Particle transition;
foreach particle p ∈ tr do
Update particle weight based on do , dc , Ltr (Equation (22));
end
if associated(tr, do ∈ Do ) then
Update tracker size;

Update frame tracker(F, Do , dc , Lv ) (Algorithm 1);
end
{Position P , velocity V }←Intersection based on frame trackers;
Update historical info(P , V ); Initialize pedestrians if necessary;
Remove pedestrians if necessary;
end

Update classifier ctr ;
4. Experimental results

end

In this section, we ﬁrst provide the details of our experimental
setting, including the datasets tested, the implementation details,
and the parameter values. Then we present the experimental

Particle resampling;
end

With
RVO2

With
SBM

Without
Simulator

Ground truth

Fig. 4. Some sample frames from S2.L1 View 1. The three columns correspond to frames #171, #330, and #729. The ﬁrst row shows the results from the multi-camera tracker
with RVO2 library, the second row shows the results with Social Behavior Model, the third row shows the results without simulator, and the last row shows the ground-truth.
Different trackers are shown in different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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With
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With
SBM

Without
Simulator

Ground truth

Fig. 5. Some sample frames from S2.L1 View 5. The three columns correspond to frames #171, #330, and #729. The ﬁrst row shows the results from the multi-camera tracker
with RVO2 library, the second row shows the results with Social Behavior Model, the third row shows the results without simulator, and the last row shows the ground-truth.
Different trackers are shown in different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

results and related discussions. We implement the entire system
using C++ in conjunction with OpenCV.
4.1. Experimental setting
4.1.1. Dataset
Our experiments are conducted on the PETS 2009 dataset since
it has the most challenging scenarios. The sequences that we
choose are S2.L1 and S2.L2 with different crowd densities.
For sequence S2.L1, the number of people in the scene varies
from 3 to 9 (low crowd density). Among the 7 views provided,
View 1, 5, and 7 are used for testing (795 frames for each view).
For sequence S2.L2, the number of people in the scene is between
10 and 36 at different times (medium crowd density). There are
data from four different views for this sequence. We decided to
use only the images from View 1 and View 2 (436 frames for each
view).
To calculate the homography matrices, we manually mark four
points on the ground plane as well as the corresponding points on
each view and use the existing function called ﬁndHomography in
OpenCV. The image of the ground plane is obtained from Google
Maps, which is provided as part of the data.
The ground-truth is obtained by manual annotation. For each
pedestrian, the bounding-box is annotated every ﬁve frames, and
the annotations for in-between frames are obtained through linear
interpolation and validated manually later. Subsequently, the principal axis is determined as the vertical line in the middle of the

bounding box. The ground-truth of the position of a pedestrian
on the ground plane is computed by intersecting the projections
of principal axis on the ground plane. It is done for all the frames
in both sequences for all the pedestrians.
4.1.2. Implementation details
Since we are more focused on investigating the effectiveness of
the integration of crowd simulation, we have made some modiﬁcations in the original frame tracker approach to simplify the system.
In the original tracker design [8], there is a procedure called Iterative Likelihood Weighting which deals with abrupt and fast camera
motion. It is not adopted in our implementation because the scenes
of PETS 2009 are all captured using steady cameras. In addition, the
same pedestrians appear in the scene again are treated as new
pedestrians (re-initialized) for simplicity. Furthermore, the size
and the position of the initial patch for each tracker are assigned
directly from manual annotation to ensure that the initialization
does not bring any potential errors, since human detectors usually
do not work very well in a crowded scene, especially for occluded
pedestrians. The termination of a tracker occurs when it is not
associated to any detection results for more than 10 frames, which
still follows the original design. The original approach [8] applied
two different human detectors: Implicit Shape Model (ISM) [32]
and Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [31]. In our implementation, only HOG detector is kept because ISM is trained for sideviews [8] and HOG is more generalized, thus more suitable for
the PETS 2009 dataset.
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Ground truth

Fig. 6. Some sample frames from S2.L1 View 7. The three columns correspond to frames #171, #330, and #729. The ﬁrst row shows the results from the multi-camera tracker
with RVO2 library, the second row shows the results with Social Behavior Model, the third row shows the results without simulator, and the last row shows the ground-truth.
Different trackers are shown in different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Another difference from the original approach [8] is the association between frame trakers and detections. After the calculation
of the matching scores between the detections and frame trackers,
the pair-wise association does not follow the original work [8].
Instead, we ﬁrst set the scores smaller than a certain threshold s
to 0, and then determine the optimal association using the
Hungarian algorithm [33]. The Hungarian algorithm is a standard
approach that is able to ﬁnd the globally optimal matching solution in Oðn3 Þ running time where n is the size of the tracker set.
Compared to the greedy strategy mentioned in the original
approach [8], it is able to provide a better performance since it
gives a globally optimal solution with just a little more computational cost.
One last point worth mentioning concerns the communication
between frame trackers and crowd simulator. Since the ground
location for each pedestrian is computed based on multiple views,
the small offset for the tracking in one view may result in a dramatic change of the pedestrian location on the ground plane. So
during the estimation of desired velocity for each pedestrian, those
dramatic acceleration changes will then have signiﬁcant inﬂuence.
To solve this problem, an acceleration of a particular pedestrian
with its norm greater than the standard deviation of all the historical accelerations of this pedestrian will not be taken into account
(i.e., set their weights to 0) in the Monte Carlo simulation process.
In the following, we provide a detailed description on all the
parameters in this system. Note that these parameters are kept
the same when the program runs on different datasets (sequences).

4.1.2.1. Frame tracker parameters. There are several parameters in
the tracker [8], including the coefﬁcients b; c; g; d in the observation model (Eq. (22)), as well as the variances of the zero mean normal distributions during tracker initialization. For all the parameters
coming from the original tracking model, their setting follows the
original work. For instance, we set b : c : g ¼ 20 : 2 : 1. Therefore,
only the parameter related to the simulation prediction, which is
the last term in the observation model (Eq. (22)) needs to be determined in the experiment. Based on empirical tests (Table 4), d is set
to 2g. The variance in Eq. (21) is the same as the variance of eðx;yÞ in Eq.
(1).
The HOG detector adopted in our experiments comes from
OpenCV. The detector has a trained model with the size as
64  128, which is also the smallest detection size. Therefore, in
order to detect the pedestrians with smaller appearances in various frames, we resize (using bicubic interpolation) the original
frame to 2560  1920. In this case, the smallest pedestrian in a
frame has a size comparable to the model size of the detector.
4.1.2.2. Crowd simulator parameters – RVO2 library. For the crowd
simulator, the RVO2 library, there are 10 parameters. Among them,
three parameters keep changing during tracking (current position,
current velocity, and desired velocity) and are unrelated between
any two individuals. The remaining seven parameters which need
to be determined beforehand include: the time step of the simulation (dt ), the maximal number of nearby pedestrians that can be
observed by one pedestrian (On ), the maximal observation distance
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Fig. 7. Some sample frames from S2.L2 View 1. The three columns correspond to frames #65, #200, and #395. The ﬁrst row shows the results from the multi-camera tracker
with RVO2 library, the second row shows the results with Social Behavior Model, the third row shows the results without simulator, and the last row shows the ground-truth.
Different trackers are shown in different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

of a pedestrian (Od ), the maximal speed of a pedestrian (Sp ), the
radius (size) of a pedestrian (rp ), the minimal amount of time set
to be safe for any pedestrian w.r.t. others (T p ), and the minimal
amount of time set to be safe for any pedestrian w.r.t. static obstacles (T o ). Except for the time step that needs to be the same for all
individuals, the other six parameters can actually vary from individual to individual. However since most pedestrians should have
similar behavior of walking, in our experiment we simply set all
these parameters to be the same for all individuals. The time step
dt is set to 0.14, which is the reciprocal of the frame rate. Similar to
[11], the value of the remaining six parameters are optimized using
a Genetic Algorithm [34], but the optimization is conducted on the
UCSD crowd dataset [35]. The values used for these parameters in
our experiments are On ¼ 23; Od ¼ 757:56; Sp ¼ 10:07; rp ¼
18:06; T p ¼ 9:57 and T o ¼ 6:91, which are the direct output from
the Genetic Algorithm. According to the characteristics of Genetic
Algorithm, these parameter values may not be the globally
optimal, and actually small changes of these values are not able
to result in large differences in tracking performance.
4.1.2.3. Crowd simulator parameters – Social Behavior Model. The
parameter setting for this model follows the original work [11].
To elaborate, there are six parameters as discussed earlier in
Section 3.1.2.2 and they are set as: rd ¼ 0:361; rw ¼ 2:088; ks ¼
2:33; kd ¼ 2:073; w ¼ 1:462, and as ¼ 0:730.
Since the parameters for the two crowd simulators are trained
under two coordinate settings which use different measurement
units, the scale of the ground plane in our experiments need to

be decided appropriately. Therefore, we set the scales of the
ground plane for the two crowd simulators according to their
parameters related to the pedestrian size, so that the two simulators are able to work under the same coordinate settings as they
are trained.
4.2. Quantitative results
4.2.1. Performance metrics
The metrics for quantitative evaluation of the performance are
MOTP (multi-object tracking precision) and MOTA (multi-object
tracking accuracy) [36]. The evaluations are conducted on View
1, View 2, as well as on the ground plane. However, the details differ from frame-based evaluation and the evaluation on the ground
plane.
For each frame in each view, since we are tracking pedestrians
using bounding boxes (rectangles), the accuracy of a tracker is
deﬁned as the overlapping ratio between the tracked patch and
the corresponding ground-truth bounding box. This overlapping
ratio is naturally a number in the range ½0; 1. Similar to the evaluation for the original frame tracker [8], we consider the tracking
result as accurate when the overlapping ratio is above 0.5.
On the ground plane, however, both the tracking result and the
ground-truth are not represented by rectangles. Therefore,
although we still use MOTP and MOTA to measure the tracking
performance, the deﬁnition for accuracy is different from the aforementioned frame-based evaluation. Instead, we consider the accuracy based on the distance between the two points. Let rp denote
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Fig. 8. Some sample frames from S2.L2 View 2. The three columns correspond to frames #65, #200, and #395. The ﬁrst row shows the results from the multi-camera tracker
with RVO2 library, the second row shows the results with Social Behavior Model, the third row shows the results without simulator, and the last row shows the ground-truth.
Different trackers are shown in different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

the radius within which a pedestrian is located on the ground
plane. Let ptr be the pedestrian position estimated from the tracking system and pgt be the position obtained from the ground-truth,
then the distance between the tracked point (tr) and the groundtruth (gt) is deﬁned as



kptr  pgt k
dðtr; gtÞ ¼ max 0; 1 
4rp

ð23Þ

which is a number between 0 and 1. We then consider the tracking
to be accurate when dðtr; gtÞ > 0:5, that is, when the distance
between the tracked point and the ground-truth kptr  pgt k is smaller than the size of a pedestrian 2rp .
4.2.2. Results
Compared to other state-of-the-art multi-camera tracking
approaches, our experimental setting has the following difference:
(1) we annotate the ground-truth by ourselves since there is no
public available annotations except for View 1; (2) the evaluation
criteria for all views and ground plane are not the same; (3) the
detector used in our work may be different or have different
parameters from those in other work. Based on the experiments
in [37], these differences in experiments may result in signiﬁcantly
different performance. Therefore, we only compare the tracking
performance with our previous work [9]. In addition, to ensure
reliable comparisons, we change the evaluation criteria in the previous work [9] to be the same as in this work.
The MOTP and MOTA results on camera views and ground plane
for sequence S2.L1 are shown in Table 2. For sequence S2.L2, the

MOTP and MOTA evaluations on camera views and ground plane
are shown in Table 3.
4.2.2.1. Results with/without simulator. It can be observed that the
performance is better when the information from crowd simulator
is integrated. To elaborate, for sequence S2.L1, with the help from
crowd simulation, the MOTP evaluations for View 1, 5, and 7 do not
reveal signiﬁcant changes, but the MOTA evaluations for View 1, 5,
7 have improved by 0.91%, 2.06%, and 5.94% when the RVO2 library
is integrated as the simulator, and by 4.11%, 3.14%, and 6.28% when
Social Behavior Model is applied. The MOTP and MOTA improvements on the ground plane are 1.43% and 2.68% with the RVO2
library, and 1.97% and 5.14% with the Social Behavior Model. For
sequence S2.L2, when the RVO2 library is used, the MOTP for View
1 and 2 increases by 3.35% and 1.7%. When the Social Behavior
Model is taken as the crowd simulation strategy, the MOTP for
View 1 and 2 increases by 3.7% and 2.66%. In terms of MOTA, the
performance gains when the RVO2 library is used for View 1 and
2 are 20.64% and 10.47%, respectively. The gains for the Social
Behavior Model for the two views are 25.79% and 14.48%. The performances on the ground plane have a similar trend, the MOTP and
MOTA increase by 6.47% and 22.75% when the RVO2 library is used
as the crowd simulator, and for the Social Behavior Model, the
improvements are 6.51% and 24.85%, respectively. Compared to
sequence S2.L1 which only contains frames with low crowd density, for sequence S2.L2 with medium crowd density, the tracking
performance improvement brought by the integration of crowd
simulation is more signiﬁcant. This means that crowd simulation
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Fig. 9. Tracked pedestrian trajectories on the ground plane for sequence S2.L1. The trajectories are constructed on the most recent 30 frames for better illustration. The three
columns correspond to frames #171, #330, and #729. The ﬁrst row shows the results from the multi-camera tracker with RVO2 library, the second row shows the results with
Social Behavior Model, the third row shows the results without simulator. Different trackers are shown in different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

plays a more important role while tracking pedestrians in scenarios that are more crowded, where pedestrian appearances are more
unreliable due to severe occlusions.
4.2.2.2. Comparison of two simulators. For the MOTP, different
crowd simulation strategies lead to similar results. However, for
the MOTA, the Social Behavior Model generates better results than
the RVO2 library. For View 1, 5, 7 and the ground plane of sequence
S2.L1, the integration of Social Behavior Model results in 3.26%,
1.08%, 0.34% and 2.46% MOTA improvements compared to the integration of the RVO2 library. For sequence S2.L2, the Social Behavior
Model outperforms the RVO2 library by 5.15%, 4.01% and 2.1% in
the evaluations on View 1, 2, and ground plane. The performance
gain is consistent with our expectation that a better simulation
strategy brings better motion predictions, and thus leads to better
evaluation results. However, the difference between the experimental results corresponding to different simulators is not as large
as the gap between the results where there is a crowd simulator or
not. There may be several reasons: (1) Although the Social Behavior
Model has a more realistic simulation strategy than the RVO2
library, the two strategies are incapable of generating totally different predictions; (2) The result from crowd simulation is not the
only factor that decides the particle weights. According to the
parameter values, the detection and classiﬁcation terms together
actually contribute a larger portion to the weights of particles for
the observation model in Eq. (22).
4.2.2.3. Inﬂuence of parameter d. To investigate and determine the
value of parameter d in Eq. (22), we collect tracking performances
when d takes different values. Since b : c : g ¼ 20 : 2 : 1 according

to the original work [8], we tested different ratios between d and
g. Five segments are sampled randomly from each sequence for
the test. Each segments contains 50 frames. The MOTP and MOTA
results for frame-based evaluations are averaged and shown in
Table 4. It reveals that the tracking performance reaches optimal
when d : g ¼ 2.
4.2.2.4. Comparison of two frameworks. In addition, the tracking
performance difference brought by the integration framework
and the previous work [9] is revealed as well. Compared to our previous work [9] with the RVO2 library as the simulator, the RVO2
library integrated tracking system with the new framework in
the proposed approach has increased MOTA by 3.67%, 2.38%, and
2.71% for the three views in S2.L1 while the MOTP performance
remains the same. But for the ground plane the increments of
MOTP and MOTA are 4.89% and 3.28%. For the two views in
S2.L2, the MOTP results do not have signiﬁcant differences
between the two frameworks, but the MOTA evaluations increase
by 3.81% and 5.09%. In terms of ground plane evaluation for
S2.L2, the new framework outperforms the previous work [9] by
8.54% and 3.66% on evaluations based on MOTP and MOTA.
4.3. Visual results
Figs. 4–6 show qualitative results of tracking for View 1, 5, and 7
respectively for sequence S2.L1. For each view, the tracking results
with the RVO2 library integrated, with the SBM (Social Behavior
Model) integrated, without crowd simulation, and the groundtruth on three sample frames (#171, #330, and #729) are shown
for comparison. Figs. 7 and 8 shows qualitative results of tracking
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With
RVO2

With
SBM

Without
Simulator

Fig. 10. Tracked pedestrian trajectories on the ground plane for sequence S2.L2. The trajectories are constructed on the most recent 30 frames for better illustration. The three
columns correspond to frames #65, #200, and #395. The ﬁrst row shows the results from the multi-camera tracker with RVO2 library, the second row shows the results with
Social Behavior Model, the third row shows the results without simulator. Different trackers are shown in different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 5
Tracking statistics for the sample frames from S2.L1. In each cell, the ﬁrst number stands for accurately tracked pedestrians, and the second number is the total number of frame
trackers.
Frame #

Ground-truth

With simulator

Without simulator

RVO2

SBM

View 1

171
330
729

7
6
8

7/7
5/6
8/8

7/7
6/6
8/8

7/7
6/6
8/8

View 5

171
330
729

5
5
6

4/5
5/5
6/6

5/5
5/5
5/6

5/5
4/5
4/6

View 7

171
330
729

4
5
7

4/4
4/5
6/7

4/4
5/5
7/7

4/4
4/5
6/7

for View 1 and View 2 for sequence S2.L2 on three sample frames
(#65, #200, and #395). Figs. 9 and 10 are the tracked trajectories
for the two sequences, corresponding to the same frames in the
previous ﬁgures. In addition, we provide the statistics for the
sample frames on the number of tracked and accurately tracked
(overlapping rate with ground-truth is over 50%) pedestrians in
Tables 5 and 6.
It can observed that when crowd simulator is integrated, the
tracking performance of the whole system improves, while using
the Social Behavior Model is a little bit better than using the
RVO2 library. This can be also demonstrated from the trajectories
on the ground plane (Figs. 9 and 10). When crowd simulator is

integrated, the generated trajectories are much smoother than
those generated when there is no simulator integrated, because
they are determined not only by the frame trackers, but also by
the predictions from the crowd simulator that have more restricted
temporal and spatial constraints. In addition, the integration of
Social Behavior Model results in smoother trajectories than the
integration of the RVO2 library, which means that the Social
Behavior Model is able to provide more realistic predictions than
the RVO2 library. The trajectories are not always smooth because
the ground location of each pedestrian depends on all the tracking
results from different camera views, and small changes in one of
the views may cause signiﬁcant drift on the ground location.
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Table 6
Tracking statistics for the sample frames from S2.L2. In each cell, the ﬁrst number stands for accurately tracked pedestrians, and the second number is the total number of frame
trackers.
Frame #

Ground-truth

With simulator

Without simulator

RVO2

SBM

View 1

65
200
395

33
13
31

23/28
11/11
25/26

27/28
12/12
25/27

21/26
9/9
24/29

View 5

65
200
395

33
13
31

21/26
11/12
25/28

26/30
10/11
23/27

23/25
9/12
18/24

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a multi-camera tracking
approach that integrates the crowd simulation approaches to the
state-of-the-art single camera tracking-by-detection method. The
difference between this approach and a traditional multi-camera
tracking system is that the crowd simulation provides further
usage of homography information. Two different crowd simulation
strategies are exploited to observe their inﬂuence on the overall
tracking performance. The experiments are conducted on crowded
scenes from PETS 2009 dataset. The tracking performance is evaluated on different views as well as on the ground plane. Unlike the
state-of-the-art trackers in which generally no crowd simulators
are used, these results and comparisons demonstrate that signiﬁcant improvement of tracking performance can be achieved when
the predictions from crowd simulation are used, especially for scenarios with higher crowd density. For different crowd simulation
strategies, difference in performance is also observed. According
to the experimental results, the integration of more realistic crowd
simulation can further improve the overall tracking performance in
a multi-camera video network.
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